Hi there,
Remember March of last year when your company started working remotely
seemingly overnight? Most enterprises made some compromises when it came to
either security or productivity to keep everything together.
But now, even as we go back to the office, the distributed workforce isn't going
anywhere.
That's why we put together a checklist for IT and security teams to figure out the
best way for them to set up IT infrastructure for the long term.
The checklist includes:
✔ 6 User Productivity Considerations
✔ 5 Security Risk Factors
✔ 10 Manageability Concerns

Karine Regev,
VP Marketing, Hysolate
PS: Did you register yet for our March 17th webinar with the CISO of Celsius
Networks? We'll be discussing unique threats and challenges faced by financial
sector security teams. Register here

System Hardening Guidelines for 2021
Why you should read it now: Most system hardening 'best practices' involve
locking down the user's OS. But blocking critical apps that employees need is not a
good idea. Here's a system hardening guide that's meant for the real world.

Read More on the Hysolate Blog

US COVID Relief Earmarked for Cybersecurity
Programs
Why you should read it now: $650 million from the United States' new COVID
relief bill has been set aside for the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency's risk management programs. The funding comes as the agency continues
to help companies recover from the SolarWinds attack.

Read more on CNN

Meet the Companies Who are Staying Remote
Why you should read it now: Despite the arrival of vaccines and the IT Security
challenges, a number of large enterprises are adopting a remote-first approach.
Here's a guide to the IT, Security, and HR considerations, along with the companies
electing to stay remote.

Read more on AllWork

Rethinking Cybersecurity Culture
Why you should read it now: Dispersed workforces means that cybersecurity
culture needs to change. It's time to start focusing on the unique risks faced by
companies in the 'new normal', including managing unsecured devices (BYOD) and
failing to update passwords.

Read more on Security Boulevard
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